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Let's Read Music: Violin

III. 1/2 Notes/Rests and B
Of course two quarters make a half, so two quarter notes make a half note.

Goal: recognize half notes and half rests, relate the half note to the bottom number of time signatures, 

and read the pitch of B on the trebel clef.

This is a half note. Compared to the quarter note, you will notice that the only difference is 

that the circle of the half note is empty. Half notes are the result of dividing a whole note into

two equal notes. Also shown is the Half Rest, which shows when music is not to be played.

When you think of half notes, think of the fraction of the same name,     .Notice the bottom

number of the fraction and relate it to the bottom number of the following time signatures:

a. Two-Two            b. Three-Two        

When the bottom number is two, that means that half notes (a fraction which has the 

same bottom number) will equal a full beat. This is the same rule for quarter notes and

time signatures with 4 on the bottom. Since we know that the top number of the time

signature tells us how many beats are in a measure, then we also know that:

a. Two-Two        has two half notes in every measure.

b. Three-Two        has three half notes in every measure.

Exercise 3.1 - While counting in two, pluck the A's on the Two-Four measures below.

Exercise 3.2 - While counting in three, pluck the A's on the Three-Four measures below.

Exercise 3.3 - While counting in four, pluck the pitches A and B on the Four-Four measures below.

Exercise 3.4 - While counting in two, pluck the notes on the Two-Two measures below, but don't pluck the Half-Rests.

Our new pitch for this lesson sheet is B, which is shown on the lowest line of

the measure with the trebel clef. Also shown is a Half-Rest, which sits just above

the middle line of the measure.
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2 Coursework

Coursework 3.1 - For the following time signatures, draw the correct number of Half Notes, on B, for each measure.

Coursework 3.2 - For the following time signatures, draw the correct number of Half Rests for each measure.

Coursework 3.3 - For the following time signatures, draw the notes and rest as directed for each measure.

One Quarter Note on A

One Quarter Note on B, and

One Half Note on A.

One Quarter Note on B and

One Half Note on A.
One Half Note on B and

One Half Rest.

Creativity Exercise: Fill out the following four measures with your own assortment of quarter notes, quarter rest,

                                 half notes, and half rest. Use either A or B for your pitches. Each note and rest must be used

                                 at least once. To be performed for teacher at next lesson.

One Half Note on B.


